
Safe Fleet® WasteApp™

Real-time bi-directional business intelligence
Increase effi  ciency with automated service provisioning, documentation and billing

Precisely account for working hours, 
improve productivity and reduce operating 
costs with a fully automated system that 
requires little to no driver interaction.  

Easy-to-use App helps drive route profi tability, 
improved customer service and enhanced back 
end administration
Integrated with up to 16 inputs for the best-in-class, comprehensive, remote transparency in the 
industry. And providing your drivers with the tools they need to do their jobs more effi  ciently, your 
dispatchers and supervisors with immediate access to the information they need to manage customer 
expectations, and back offi  ce staff  with real-time and accurate data for better billing cycles. 

Meet Service 
Level Agreements: 
Meet contracted service levels 
and provide accurate and 
detailed service verifi cation 
of work completed

Reduce Operational 
Costs: 
Automation drives effi  ciencies 
across the business — 
better routes, elimination 
of paper processing and 
lower fuel costs

Do More with Less: 
Route and pickup locations can be 
assigned based on proximity, and 
are provided through the in-cab 
Android device (on-screen and via 
turn-by-turn directions) increasing 
driver productivity
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Safe Fleet® WasteApp™ 
Maximize the value of your workforce for increased customer 
satisfaction and route profitability: 

Clear visibility to the weight 
of collected materials and 
associated disposal costs 
for each activity and  
service location.

Increased ability for route 
profiitability through overall 
efficiencies and reduced 
operational costs. 

Reduce the need for 
paperwork processing 
by drivers, dispatchers, 
supervisors and back  
office staff.

Routes can be managed 
sequentially or based on 
proximity for increased 
routing efficiency and lower 
overall fuel consumption.

Automation of job 
confirmation eliminates 
missed or improperly reported 
work and reduces unecessary 
driver input for the purpose  
of progress tracking.

Supplemental photographic 
evidence collection provides 
visual proof job was completed 
for customer job validation  
and reduced revenue loss 
though false claims. 

Access a 360° view around the vehicle 
with up to 8 camera inputs through 
integration to FleetLink Camera 
Systems. Drivers can see the full 
perimeter of their vehicle for driver 
and residential safety and recorded 
footage can be used to support 
accident or incident investigations. 

Pre- and Post-Trip Inspections

Perform any type of vehicle 
inspection with intuitive, easy-to-use 
and customizable inspections that 
optimize assets, increase fleet uptime, 
speed up repair times and establish 
communication between vehicle 
drivers and repair teams.

RFID Reader Verification360° Around Vehicle View

Gain mechanical verification on 
what job is being processed, what 
bin and specific customer is being 
serviced with automatic RFID lift 
detection for increased job accuracy 
and reduction in administrative 
processing required by the driver. 

Increased value-add through the following integrations:


